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[5 7] ABSTRACT 
An electro-optical display system particularly for pro 
jecting an enlarged color television image on a screen 
in which the transmitted signals are converted into 
points of light modulated by a multiple Fabry-Perot 
interferometric or multiple electro-optical light modu 
lator assembly. 

25 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures 
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Re. 29,094 

ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAYISYSTEM _." ‘V 
Matter enclosed in heavy bracketstlappears in the 

original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci'fié 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates ‘the additions 
made by reissue. 

This application is a continuation in part of my co 
pending application Ser. No. 789,317 ?led Ian. 6, 1969 
now US. Pat. No. 3,567,847, issued Mar. 2, 1971. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

‘The systems ‘presently available for display of large 
color television images are too expensive for applica 
tion to devices intended for use in the home. The sys 
terns now available for display of home Color television 
images are limited’in size, clarity and color quality of 
the displayed image. ' ‘ 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the present invention is to provide an 
improved system for display of color television images 
in the home. ' ' 

An additional object of this invention is to provide in 
a display system means for'simultaneous and indepen 
dent modulation or o‘n-off switching‘of a multiplicity of 
points or small areas of light. ' 
This invention describes means to modulate a multi 

plicity of transmitted or re?ected light beams by vary 
ing the positions of polished and coated optical sur 
faces in interferometric systems. Control over the posi 
tion of each optical surface is maintained by locating 
the surface directly on electrostrictive material or by 
locating the surface on an optically workable material 
which is firmly attached to the electrostrictive material. 
Interferometric modulation of light is well known in 

the present art and is described in terms of single beam 
modulation in US. Pat. No. 3,202,052 an in terms of 
multiple beam simultaneous modulation to provide an 
image formed i'nterferometrically over an extended 
area in US. Pat. No. 3,100,817 and U.S. Pat. No. 
3,233,040. There are certain practical difficulties in 
applying the teachings of the latter two US. patents 
which do not, exist in devices utilizing the teachings of 
the‘ invention described herein. 

U.S. Pat. No. 3,100,817 and US. Pat. No. 3,233,040 
each describe the use of thin sheets of electrostrictive 
material with the direction of electrical polarization 
perpendicular to the faces. _Members of the barium 
titanate or lead zirconate family of piezoelectric ceram 
ics are well suited for use in an interferometrically 
modulated system. The materials are hard enough to be 
optically worked to a flat surface and stable enough to 
hold their shapes after working. The electrical charac 
teristics are also suitable for this application. For exam 
ple in the case of one material a potential difference of 
about 625 volts provides a surface displacement of one 
quarter wavelength, the maximum required for full 
modulation. When sheets of piezoelectric ceramic are 
used to create a full frame interferometrically modu 
lated image, it is desirable that they be as thin as feasi 
ble to provide maximum resolution. However, it is 
desirable that thickness bevsufticien‘t to prevent depo~ 
larization of the mat'erial'withsignal voltage. The polar 
izing voltage is 60 volts per mil of thickness. It is desir 
able that the signal voltage be below this value. Thus it 
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2 
is desirable that material thickness be greater than 1 l 
mils and preferably greater than 30 mils. 
These two requirements are in opposition to each 

other. US. Pat. No. 3,233,040 describes a thin sheet of 
electrostrictive material affixed to a glass-wire sub 
strate having wires passing through the glassto permit 
electrical charges to be transmitted through the glass 
wall of a cathode ray tube. One commercially available 
glass-wire substrate has wires of 0.001 inch diameter 
spaced 0.004 inch center to center. Thus to take advan 
tage of the resolution possible with this wire spacing it 
would be desirable to place a layer of electrostrictive 
material of about 0.002 inch thickness cemented to the 
glass-wire substrate. As noted before this is too thin a 
layer properly to accept an electrical signal of 625 
volts. If a thicker layer of electrostrictive material is 
attached to the glass-wire matrix the resolution possible 
is determined by material thickness rather than by wire . 
spacing. < . 

In the following detailed description of this invention 
it will be ‘shown that it is possible to retain high resolu 
tion' while using‘thick electrostrictive material by sepa 
rating immediately adjacent volumes of electrostrictive 
material with judiciously placed thin’ air spaces. De 
scription will be given of embodiments'of this concept 
in producible practicable devices capable of providing 
line-to-frame scanned television images in color: 
Other objects and many of the attendant advantages 

of this invention will be readily appreciated as the same 
becomes better understood by reference to the follow 
ing detailed description when'considered with the ac 
companying diagrammatic representational drawings 
wherein: ' a . 

FIGURE DESCRIPTION 

FIG. 1 shows a thick slab of piezoelectric material 
polarized through its thickness and a means for reduc 
ing the size of an area of surface which is displaced in 
response to an electrical potential applied to a point on 
the opposite surface. 
'FIG. 2 shows a disk of piezoelectric material con?g 

ured to provide a multiplicity of independently con~ 
trolled moveable elements. - 
FIG. 3 shows an assembly of the piezoelectric disk of 

FIG. 2 assembled to provide a multiplicity of indepen 
dently controlled Fabry-Perot etalons. 
FIG. 4 illustrates a Fabry-Perot etalon used to modu 

late a beam of collimated light. 
FIG. 5 illustrates a Fabry-Perot etalon used to modu 

late a conical beam of light at.is focus. ' 
FIG. 6 shows the device of FIGS.) and 3 as utilized 

in a complete optical system to provide for display of a 
color television picture. '- l 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

FIG. 1 represents a rectangle of piezoelectric mate 
rial l of sufficient thickness to maintain dimensional 
stability. Upper surface 2 is a metallized surface of 
uniform potential. Lower surface 3 is an uncoated insu 
lating surface. The material is polarized through its 
thickness. An electrical potential applied at a point 
such as 4 by wire 5 will create lines of electrical force 
in an approximately conically shaped pattern radiating 
from point 4 to an area 6 on surface 2 larger than the 
point 4 but small compared to the whole surface area 2. 
This region of electrical potential difference will cause 
the usual piezoelectric effect to occur. Thus small area 
6 on surface 2 will be deformed slightly. The surface 



3a. 
deformity can 'be'made visible-in53h;-interferometric_.. 
system. . . -. -: I- ~ > ;- _; -. ‘.~.~..~. 

A-small:volume of piezoelectrici‘rnaterial 7 .is. at 
tached to the main body of m‘aterial’r‘lvbutis partially 
isolated from the main body} bylairl slots 8,and-_9..The 5 . 
air slots serve two purposes; man‘ vl‘leleti'ti'ical potential is, 
applied to point 10:.by~'wire~l1 the‘ electrieal lineslof 
force will be contained within small i’olunie 7 and will. 
not‘penetrat'e'through‘ I he}- the. air spaces 8 and 9 to 

4 
in collimated mode. The collimated beam is focussed 
by lens g32~to~point 133. ; L .I 

In FIG. Slight from‘ point source 34' is focussed to a 
paint .36. by. laps: 3,5 at'Eabry-Psrot etalon. with Plane 
partially transmitting ‘partially "re?ectin‘g'i'surfaces'37 
and‘. The point of ‘light at is'iefe¢us1sed lb‘yklens ‘39' ‘ 
to point 40. It can” be seen that a’ muchsmaller'l‘area of " 
the Fabry-Perot etalon is used to modulate‘ the light‘inv 
FIG. 5 than is necessary in FIG. 4. By using the optical 

the adjoining regions of-piezoelec'tric materialat .12-or__'.l0 ‘system. of FIG. ‘5 a more closely spaced arrayof modu 
13. Thus only‘ that part of piezoelectric " material =7 be-i', 
tween air=slots8 and 9 >will.be, changed in dimension by . 
application of: electrical potential to point.'el0. . e _ 

Additionally ‘the air slots 8 and 9 provide mechanical . 
separation of.small region 7 of‘piezoelectric material 1;} l5 
from the immediately adjacent regions .12'1and113, so 
that the rigidity of the piezoelectric-material does not‘ 
come into effect and causessmallregion 7.1to drag_.;me 
chanically regions 12 and 13 when small region 7..is. 
electrically activated.‘ By suitabl'etseleetionof distance 
between air slots‘ 8 and 9'it is’ possible to -.create more 
regions‘ such as _7 per unit length of piezolelectrictmate 
rial 1 thani‘re‘gions such as 6. > . = . ..~ ' v ' . 

FIG.‘ 2*‘illiist'i‘ate's' a piezoelectric ceramic-idisk-having 
a miiltiplic" i‘o‘fpartial-lyisolated separately controlla 
ble- small-volurhe'sfof piezoelectric material,. 14 is a disk _ 
of pieioelectrie‘emater'ialr preferably -.a ’ piezoeleetricj 
ceramic. Surface 15 is optically ?at, polished,-,~.and 
coated witha conducting layer so~~that it is ofpuniform, 
electrical potential. As shown te'n .sets-of air, slots such 
as‘16 and'il‘l are shown milled radially in from the outer 
cylindrical ‘surface 18 of piezoelectric: disk ‘14 to :form 
ten separate small volumes of piezoelectric material 
such as 19 which are connected. to the main body of 
material 14 but are isolated electrically‘ and mechani 
cally from the adjoining regions of material; such as 20 
and 21. As illustrated there are thus ten narrowand tenv 
wider regions of piezoelectric ceramic whichzcan be 
dimensionally controlled independently of each other- 
by application of a suitable electrical potentialat points. 
such as 22 or 23. Although only twenty: such separate 
volumes ‘are shown, it- isvei'y; feasible to provide six. 
hundred such separate volumessini a-d-isklof 3‘inch 
diameter; ‘in this case the -slots~wouldgbe. 0.005 inch or 
less in circumferential thickness :and the-.solid regions 
of piezoelectric material would be 0101i)? inch _or_more 
in circumferential thickness-The-ithickness}of the :disk 
can be as large as necessary-to.-.-maintain dimensional 
stability and'to accept the necessary electrical‘ poten 

> .. l 'l _. . r; 1'. 

F IGI'3‘is a section through AA of FIG. 2 with a trans 
parent cover plate "added to create an assembly of .a 
multiplicity of separate electrically modulated Fabry 
Perot interferometers. Here 14 represents the disk of 
piezoelectric ceramic previously shown in FIG. 2. 24 is a 
transparent optical. ?at having a<=partially transparent 
coating on surface 25. A preselected spacing of three 
wavelengths or less between surfaces»-1l5-and- 25 is pro; 
vided by spacer ring 26which is vacuumcoated ‘to 
optical ?at 24. The complete assembly, of:FlG.;{._3 is 

identi?ed by numeral 27. ' - . 1-1. ’ ‘FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 illustrate two ir'net-hods. of using a 

Fabry-Perot etalon to modulate alight beam-In FIG. 4 
the light is collimated ‘when passing through-:the-.-Fabry 
Perot etalon. In FIG. 5 the light beam is focussedionlthe 
‘etalon. In FIG. 4 light. from point source >28gisieelli 
mated by lens 29 and passes .through plane-partially 
transmitting and partially re?ecting surfaces-.30i'and 13,1 
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lato'rs canbe “utilized than isypossible} if the optical 
system of FIG. used. ‘Inuse it is vnecessary to provide ' 
electrical potentials to‘points such as‘ 22 or 23. This'may 
be done e'ith‘éwby enclosing the assembly 27,0f FIG. 3 
within a cathode-ray tube and directing an electron 
beam in circular scan s'uccessivelyto' points such as‘22 
and‘ 23;’ or, alternatively, it is feasible to connect‘wires; 
fror‘niall points such as 22 and 23 to an electronic cir'w-_ 
cuit‘lassembly containing an electrical switching system‘ 
so that signals can successively bejtransmitted 'to‘all 
points such as 22 and 23. The use of both such devices 
is well known ini'the'stateiof theart today and neither 
device is describedin detail herein. _ 
Assuming the feasibility of providing electrical sig 

nals to all points such as 22 and 23 [In use it. is neces 
sary to provide electrical potentials to points such as 22 
or 23. This maybe done either byyenclosiri'g the ‘assem 
bly 2,7 of FIG.._3 within avcathode ray] in FIG. 2 so that 
each separate modulator element can be ‘driven as a 
separate Fabry-Perot interferometric modulator, it'is 
only necessary'to. provide an auxiliary optical system to 
direct. light toea'ch‘ modulatorand then re-di‘rect ‘the 
modulated light to form apdesired pattern of modulated 
light spqts .or small areas. FIG. 6 illustrates'a complete 
optical systemincluding the array of Fabry-Perot inter 
ferornetric light modulators 27 of FIG... 3. 1' " I 

In, FIG. 6, 41' is a concentrated light source. For some 
applications it may be a small tungsten ?lament, for 
other applications it..may be a concentrated arc lamp. 
Condensing mirror 42 and condensing lens 43 together 
comprisea condensing system which forms an image ‘of’ 
light source 41 on the entrance [and ] end_45 of‘fiber 
bundle to circleconverter 44'. At entrance and '45 ‘a 
multiplicity of optical ?bers is closely spaced. Each 
?ber receives a part of the highly concentrated ‘light 
?ux in the image of light source 41 formed by lens 43. 
Each optical ?ber transmits the light received along its: 
length to the-other end 46 of ?ber bundle to circle 
converter 44. 46 is a'circular array’ of optical ?ber ends, 
each of which is apoint source of light such as 47'from 
which a beam of light 48 emanates until it is inter 
cepted by lens element 49 of lens system 52,} compris 
ing lens e‘lements149:,>50, and 51 and mirror 53. Lens 
system 52 as shown has been selected to illustrate 
clearly “the. optical function’which it performs. In an 
actualv ‘device. a‘ more efficient lens system would‘ be 
used to perform the sam? Optical function. Le'ns ele 
ment 49 essentially collimates the lightin cone 48. That 
portion odf'collimat'ed light beam 48 which is reflected 
by 'mirror53 is. lre?ecteditowards lens element'50 which 
refocussesthe collimated‘ light bearn‘to ,a point? ‘5411a 
cated on,-one_of the.indi_vidual'Fabry-Perot interfero 
metric modulators ‘of the assembly 27 of‘FIG.‘ 3"where 
modulation’oecurs. The modulated beam, of_ light is 
re?ected?as light beam 55 whichlis re-imaged to 'a point 
of_light_‘5v6 by; lens elements-50 and 51. (A i " 

Points; of light _5_6Vco'incides1fyvith' the end of one ?ber 
inlcircle to; line'eonverter' 57 .in' which a multiplicity of 
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optical fibers‘are arranged to have one 'end of-each 
?ber located in a circle 58 and the other» end of :each 
?ber ‘located in 'a line at 59; The same fibers are adja 
cent to each other in both circle and line except for the 
fibers at each end of the line'which are separated by the 
length of‘ the line although their ends in the circle .are 
immediatelyiadjacent. Each ?ber ‘in_ circle 58 corre 
sponds‘to a ?ber in the circular end of fiber bundle vto 
circle converter‘44. Thus each point of ,light'emanating 
from a fiber in'bundle to circle converter 44 vis‘redi 
rected into a ?ber in circle 58 of optical ?ber circle-to ~ 
line converter 57‘after being modulated by 'one‘modu 
lator of the array of Fabry-Perot interferometric modu 
lators 27 of FIG. 3. Each separately modulated light 
beam which enters ?ber optics circle‘to ‘line converter 
57 through ohe'of the optical ?ber ends in circle'58 is 
transmitted along the length of the ?ber which it-has 
entered and emerges from the end of the’?berwhich is 
in line ‘59 at the end of optical/?ber circle ‘to line con 
verter 57. At 59 light from each ?ber emanates’as a 
cone of light and the end of each ?ber is an intensity 
modulated point of light. At 59 there is thus a lineof 
separate points of light individually modulated. By 
providing 600 ?bers in bundle to circle converter 44 
and- circle to line converter 57 and by providing 600 
modulator-sin the array of Fabry-Perot interferometric 
modulators~27 of FIG. 3 it is possible to provide a line 
of 600 separately modulated points of light at 59. The 
number 600 corresponds to the number 'of groups of 3 
dots, red, green and blue, across a line in a shadow 
mask color television'tube. By limiting the 'spectral 
co'nt‘ent'of light in'this- optical system to red, green or 
blueby 'duplicating'the system twice from light source 
41 to ?ber optics line 59 to provide'three complete sets 
of 600 separatelymodulated’points' of li‘ght’in a line 
each in a separate "color,"red, green or blue, and by 
bringingthe lines'of light into optical coincidence by an 
array of dichroic ?lters 60 it is ‘possible to create a' line 
of '600" points of light each comprising'three spectral 
components‘ separately modulatedfj This ‘line' of ‘ color 
rdodulated‘pointsv of light can be expanded into a frame 
of 'light'by‘ any of amimber of slow speed electrome 
chanically' driven optical scanners. One such scanning 
system comprises lens “61 and octagonal prism '62 
driven by synchronous motor‘63. Such a scanner can 
be synchro'nized‘to the television frame rate such that 
the projected image 64 comprises 525 sets of 600 
points oflight corresponding to the 525 lines in a televi 
sion frame. By controlling the intensity of each point of 
light according to the appropriate part of the signal in‘ 
the transmitted‘color television-signal, it is possible to‘ 
project a color television picture to a screen. An octag 
onal prism such as that shown scans a line across a 
frame eight times per turn. Current television standards 
provide 60 ?elds per second‘ or 3,600 ?elds per minute. 
Thus 450 revolutions per minute are required of the 
prism. This is a very moderate scan rate, easily 
achieved. The interleaving of ?elds can be achieved‘by 
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Fabry-Perot modulator such as 54. Alternatively sepa 
rate- wires 66~can connect eachlmodulator of assembly 
27 to an electronic» control-circuit ,67 whichv acts as an 
electronic buffer to'process the video signal from a 
television receiver-circuit into‘a form suitable to actu 
ate each individual Fabry-Perotmodulator. ‘ 

It-should be clear that other applications exist for an I 
array of separately controlled points of light such as 
those described herein. It should also be noted that by 
decreasing the number of separately controlled optical 
modulators in a given size array the surface area of 
each can be increased so that each modulator can con 
trol intensity-ma large focused area of light v=than that 
which emanates from a single optical?ber end. In such 
cases each optical ?ber shown in FIG. 6 can be re 
placed by anyoptical ?ber bundle. lt'should also _be 
noted ‘that for some applications continuous control of 
light intensity is not required and thatsimple on-off 
switching issuf?cient. With such modi?cations a vari-v 
ety ofapplications of the teachings of this invention are 
possible. I 

Includedv in the previous, discussion are. descriptions 
of a novel, means for simultaneous and independent 
modulation or [one-off 1; _0n-_0ff switching of a_,multi-' 
plicity of points or small areas of light using a multiplic 
ity of 'Fabry-Perot interferometers, the application. 'of ' 
this’ means in an optical system to provide modulation 
or on-off switching of light in: a multiplicity of separate 
and discrete optical ?bers. arrayed with their exit ends 
forming a straight line, and a .means for moving or 
scanning a line of modulatedgpvoints' of light to form an 
illuminated frame displaying'a television picture.’ 
The total system described may be characterize‘d‘asia 

line-to-frame display system.‘The optical system illu‘s-z 
trated in FIG. 6 includesa bank of electrically or eleci 
tronically-cont'rolled interferometric light modulators". 
The ba'nk__of interferometric'light modulators is 'one 
mean'slfor simultaneously xmodulating or on-off switch‘; 
ing‘v of light in a multiplicity of points or small areas of‘ 
light. It is not‘ the only such means. The optical system 
shown .in FIG. 6 will perform the same overallfunction 
if the ‘,bank of electrically "or electronically-controlled' 
interféro‘nietriclight modulators is replaced by a bank 
of electrically or electronically-controlled electro-optic 
light ‘modulators._' Display systems' have' been con 
structed in ‘which light transmission in small discrete’ 
areas of a larger area of electro-optic' material 'is con 
trolled by electronic signals to produce a full frame 

' display oftelevision pictures. A summary of develop 

appropriate angular'spacings on prism faces or by other - 
means not‘descr'ibed’herein. Such vinterleaving is as 
sumed to~ be provided 'by whatever electro-mechani-' 
cally 'driven optical line-to-frame scanning system is 
utilized.’ ' 7' ' ' ' ' ' > ‘ 

Electronic signals to‘ actuate the individual modula 
tors of the'FabrylPerot multiple'modulator assembly 27 
can beprovidedby locating the assembly‘ in a'cathode 
ray tube 65 in which "the electron beam ‘traverses a 
‘circular ‘path and successively actuates each separate 

60 

ment accomplished withusystemsof this kind is‘ given in 
RCA REVIEW Volume 30, Number 4 of December 
1969 on page 567 in an ‘article entitled “A Re?ex Elec 
tro-Optical Light Valve Television Display” written by 
D. H. Pritchard. This article describes assemblies in 
which light passes throughreach separately modulated 
volume of electro~opticmaterial and upon emerging 
continues along its original direction of propagation. 
Thep'article also describes assemblies in which'light 
passes through each separately modulated volume of 
electro-optic material and is reflected back through the 
same volume'v thence emerging ‘throughthe ‘same face at 
which it entered" but with its direction of propagation 
reversed. Thu's points such as 54 in FIG.*“6 at “which 

‘ light is"illustrat'ed' as ‘being re?ected can be‘considered 
65 to be indicative of light impinging on a‘s‘mall discrete 

volume of‘ transparent electro-optic m'ateriaL'passing 
through the volume, and being reflected back through 
and out through the entering 'fa'ce." More- generally, 
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then, points such as 54 in FIG. 6 can be considered to 
be single units in an array of light modulators within a» 
single body each separately controlled electrically or 
electronically. Recently the technical literature has 
included references to control of electro-optical effects 
in small discrete volumes within a larger volume of 
electro-optical material by application of localized 
electrical potential differences through selected small 
volumes of the parent material with a grid of electrodes 
controlled by logic circuits. It is clear that the optical 
system shown in FIG. 6 will perform its function if light 
emanating from ?ber ends such as 47 and striking mod~ 
ulating elements at points such as 54 is modulated 
interferometrically as previously described or electro 
optically with an array of separate, discrete, and inde 
pendently controlled electro-optic modulators, each 
within alarger parent body of electro-optic material, 
switched or modulated by an electron beam within a 
cathode ray tube or by an array of wires from an elec 
tronic logic circuit..ln either'case the‘ optical system of 
FIG. 6 comprises a line-to-frame scanning system for 
the display of television pictures. As previously de 
scribed three such systems can be combined to display 
television pictures in full color. _ ‘ 

The basic optical system illustrated in FIG. 6 but not 
comprising all of FIG. 6 is a display .system for [one 
off I on-off switching or modulation of light separately 
and independently in each of a multiplicity of optical 
?bers. The con?guration of ?ber ends need not be 
limited to a straight line as shown at 59 in FIG. 6 but 
can have any desired con?guration depending upon the 
application, which need not (be limited to the display of 
television pictures. 
My co-pending application Ser.vNo. 789,317 ?led 

Jan. ,6, I969 emphasized the novel means for simulta— 
neous and independent modulation or on-off switching 
of a multiplicity of points or small areas of light using a 
multiplicity of Fabry-Perot interferometers within a 
single body. The generalized optical system described 
therein is also considered to be a novel means for on~ 
o?‘ switching or modulation of light separately and 
independently in each of a multiplicity of optical ?bers. 
Speci?cally the generalized display system considered 
to be novel, fully described generically in my co-pend 
ing application Ser.v No. 789,317, and illustrated in 
FIG. 6 comprises, ' 
‘a source of light, 
a condensing system forming a small concentrated 
image of the light source, 

a ?rst ?ber optics assembly having the ?bers closely 
packed and parallel to each other at one end where 
light is received from the light source image and 
having the ?bers separated from each other at the 

_ other end, forming a multiplicity of small points of 
light, : 

a ?rst optical system receiving light from the multi 
plicity of small points of light formed by the ?rst 
?ber optics assembly and forming a multiplicity of 
small light point images, ' i 

an array of light modulators within a sin gle-body each 
separately controlled electrically or electronically 
and each receiving light from one of the multiplic 
ity of small light point images formed by the ?rst 
optical system, 

a second optical system receiving light from the mul 
tiplicity of small points of light after modulation by 
the array of electrically or electronically controlled 
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8 
light modulators and forming a multiplicity of small 
light point images, 

a second ?ber optics assembly having the ?bers sepa 
rated from each other at one end to receive light 
from modulated light point images formed by said 
second optical system and having the ?bers adja 
cent to eachother at the other end of the assembly 
forming a multiplicity of modulated points of light. 

What is claimed is: 
l. A display system for on-off switching or modula 

tion of light separately and independently within each 
of a multiplicity of optical ?bers, including 
a source of light, 
a condensing system forming a small concentrated 
image of the light source, 

a ?rst ?ber optics assembly having the ?bers closely 
packed and parallel to each other other at one end 
where light is received from the light source image 
and having the ?bers separated from each other at 
the other end, forming a multiplicity of small points 
of light, 

a ?rst optical system receiving light from the multi 
plicity of small points of light formed by the ?rst 
?ber optics assembly and forming a multiplicity of 
small light point images, 

an array of light modulators within a single body each 
separately controlled electrically or electronically 
and each receiving light from one of the multiplic 
ity of small light point images formed by the ?rst 
optical system, 

a second optical system receiving light from the mul 
tiplicity of small points of light after modulation by 
the array of electrically or electronically controlled 
light modulators and forming a multiplicity of small 
light point images, 

a second ?ber optics assembly having the ?bers sepa 
rated from each other at one end to receive light 
from modulated light point images formed by said 
second optical system and having the ?bers adja 
cent to each other at the other end of the assembly 
forming a multiplicity of modulated points of light. 

2. A display system according to claim 1, wherein the 
array of light modulators within a single body com 
prises, a multiple interferometric light modulator as 
sembly having a body of electrostrictive material opti 
cally polished to predetermined curvature and electri 
cally conducting and optically coated on one surface 
and electrically insulating on an opposite parallel sur 
face, a multiplicity of separate small discrete volumes 
of said electrostrictive material attached to and form 
ing part of said body and each forming a Fabry-Perot 
interferometric light modulator, said volumes being 
partially separated from each other by narrow air slots 
extendingfrom said polished conducting face of said 
electrostrictive material through the material to the 
opposite parallel insulating face, and a transparent 
optical element with two polished surfaces one adja 
cent to and accurately optically mated with said con 
ductive surface on said electrostrictive material, coated 
with a semitransparent optical coating, and separated 
from said conductive surface on said electrostrictive 
material by a vacuum deposited spacer of thickness 
three wavelengths or less. ’ , 

3. A display system according to claim 2, wherein the 
assembly is located within a cathode ray tube with the 
insulating surface positioned to receive electrical 
charge deposited by a moving electron beam controlled 
in spatial position to charge successively each of said ' 
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multiplicity of separate small discrete volumes of elec 
trostrictive material. I . 

4. A display system according to claim 2, wherein the 
assembly is connected electrically to an electronic con 
trol ‘circuit by separate wires connected to the insulat 
ing faces of all said separate small discrete volumes of 
electrostrictive material. I 

5. A display system according to claim 2, wherein the 
body is a circular disk, and the spacer is centrally lo 
cated and close to but not intersecting said narrow air 
slots. 

.6. A display system according to claim 5, where in 
the assembly is located within a cathode ray tube with 
the insulating surface positioned to receive electrical 
charge deposited by a moving electron beam controlled 
in'spatial position to charge successively each of said 
multiplicity of separate small discrete volumes of elec 
trostrictive material in circular disposition. 

7. A display system according to claim 5, wherein the 
assembly is connected electrically to an electronic con 
trol circuit by separate wires connected to the insulat 
ing faces of all said separate small discrete volumes _of 
electrostrictive material in circular disposition. 

8. A display system according to claim 1, wherein the 
array of light modulators within a single body com 
prises, a multiple electro-optic light modulator assem 
bly having 

a body of electro-optic material of thickness small 
but ?nite compared to its length and breadth and 
with largest faces optically polished positioned 
between two polarizing elements to permit light 
transmitted by one polarizing element to enter and 
pass through the body of electro-optical material 
from one polished face to the other and thence 
through the other polarizing element, said optically 
polished faces of electro-optic material having af 
?xed thereto arrays of electrodes positioned with 

. respect to each other such that electrical potentials 
applied at predetermined points within the arrays 
vwill cause optical transmission of a multiplicity of 
separate small discrete volumes of electro-optic 
material to vary independently of each other ac 
cording to the strength of the electric ?eld applied 

’ to each. 

"9. A display system according to claim 8, wherein the 
assembly is located within a cathode ray tube with one 
optically polished surface with af?xed electrode array 
positioned to receive electrical charge deposited by a 
moving electron beam controlled in spatial position to 
charge successively each of said multiplicity of separate 
small discrete volumes of electro-optic material. 

10. A display system according to claim 9, wherein 
the optical ?bers adjacent to each other at the other 
end of the second ?ber optics assembly from a multi 
plicity of modulated points of light in a straight line. 

11. A display system according to claim 10, for use 
with a source of color television video signals to create 
an optical image by enlarged projection onto a viewing 
screen, including - 
the above described system duplicated twice to pro 

vide three duplicate light modulating systems form 
ing three multiplicities of modulated points of light 
in identical straight lines and with red, green and 
blue ?lters respectively in the several systems, 

a dichroic set of mirrors combining optically said 
three identical straight lines of modulated points of 
light into one straight line of points of light each 

10 
including separately modulated red, green and blue 
components,‘ . 

an electro-mechanical scanning and optical projec 
tion system to scan and enlarge optically said 

5 straight line of combined red, green and blue points 
of light across a viewing screen forming a large 
frame of 525 lines of colored points oflight corre 
sponding to the 525 lines in ,a television picture, 
and ' " ' 

10 electrical and electronic means to receive ‘and pro 
cess a color television signal to' provide appropriate 
control voltages to each separate electro-optic light 
modulator of the assembly and to provide appro 

ls priate synchronous control voltages to said electro 
mechanical optical scanningrand projection sys 
tem. . 

12. A display system according to claim 8, wherein 
the assembly is connected electrically to an electronic 
control circuit by separate wiresconnected to the ar 
rays of electrodes controlling the electrical ?eld ‘within 
each of said multiplicity ‘of separate small discrete vol 
umes of electro-optic material. , ,v , H‘ ‘ ' 

13. A display system according-to claim 12, wherein 
the optical ?bers adjacent to each other at the other 
end of the second ?ber optics assembly form a multi 
plicity of modulated points of light in a‘straight line. 

14. A display system according to claim 13, for use 
with a source of color television video signals to create 
an optical image by enlarged projection onto a viewing 
screen, including . ' 

the‘above described system duplicated twice to ‘pro 
vide three duplicate light modulating systems form 
ing three multiplicities of modulated points of'light 
in identical straight lines and with red, green and 
blue filters respectively in the several systems, 

a dichroic set of mirrors combining optically said 
three identical straight lines of modulated points of 
light into one straight line of points of light each 
including separately modulated red, green and blue 
components, ' 

an electro-mechanical scanning and optical projec 
tion system to scan and enlarge optically said 
straight line of combined red, green and blue points 
of light across a viewing screenl forming a large 
frame of 525 lines of colored points of light corre 
sponding to the 525 lines in a television picture, 
and 

electrical and electronic meanswtio receive and pro 
cess a color television signal to provide appropriate 
control voltages to each separate electro-optic light 
modulator of the assembly and to provide appro 
priate synchronous control voltages to said electro 
mechanical optical scanning and projection sys— 

55 tem. : 

15. A display system according to claim 8, wherein 
the optical ?bers adjacent to each other at the other 
end of the second ?ber optics assembly form a multi 
plicity of modulated points of'li‘ght in a straightline. 

16. A display system according to claim 15, for use 
with a source of color television‘ ‘video signals to create 
an optical image by enlarged projection onto a viewing 
screen, including 
the above described system duplicated twice to pro 

vide three duplicate light modulating systems form 
ing three multiplicities of modulated points of light 
in identical straight lines and‘with red, green and 
blue ?lters respectively in the several systems, 
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direct it to a prespecified one of a set of preselected 
‘‘ ‘separate locations, and ’ ' 

h an‘ arrangement of a multiplicity of light modulators 
\_ "within "a single‘ body, each having an input‘ region at 

‘5 “ which ‘light can'ienlter and be received, a region in 
"""which light can be modulated, and an "output region 
“from which modulated light can emerge, each light 
modulator of the arrangement being controlled sepa 

' " rately electrically or ‘electronically to modulate the 
0 ‘I ‘received light, the disposition of the arrangement 

being such that‘ the input region of each light-‘modu 
lator of the arrangement coincides with a pre'est'ab 

' lished one of the set of preselected's'eparate locations 
‘ and can receive" light propagated from di'pres’cribed 

5 ' ’ optical fiber of the array through ihé optical means. 
’ ' 20. An optical system forseparatelyTandindependéntly 

’ 4 ’ "modulating or on-o?‘ switching light‘ in'e'ach of dfir'iulti 
mechanical‘ optical scanning and projection: sys- plicity of separately propagated light ray bundles, includl 
temi . 5L, -_ _ a‘, v, ing 7 

17. A' display’system-“according to claim- 1, ‘wherein 20* optical light source means, optical condensing means 
the-opticali'?be'rsadjacent"to‘each other at the ‘other receiving light emitted by and propagated from‘the 
end‘of the‘s'e'co’nd ?ber 'o'p'tids assembly form a 'multi- optical ' light- source means and concentrating it 
plicity modulated points of light in a' straight line. within a set of predelineated small regions, 

.jl8-. Ardisplays system according to claim 17, for use an array of a-multiplicity of optical fibers, each having 
with a source of'color television video signals to create 25 r an input region at which light can enter and'be re~ 
an optical imaglefbyt‘enlarged projection onto a viewing ' ceived, a region through or along which light can be 
screen, including ' ',-' " ‘ ‘~ - 1 -, propagated internally, and an output region from 

- ' the above described‘ system duplicated‘ twice to pro- which light can emerge, the disposition of the array 
' being such that light’ enters the input region of each , .vide- three duplicate light‘modulating systems form 

. ing three multiplicities of modulated points of light 30 voptical ?ber atone of the set of predelineated small 
1 identical straight lines, and with red,'green and regions and light leaving the output region of each 
-., -.,:;-‘=,blu€‘ ?ltersrespec'tively' in the’several systems, optical fiberyemerges at a predesignated one of a set 

a dichroic set of mirrors combining optically said of predetermined separate positions propagated along 
- ya Hthreeidentical straight lines of modulated points of ' a predesignated one of a set of predetermined sepa 

rate directions, - . > 1 light into one straight lineof points of light each 35 i _ 7 
including separately modulated red, green and blue optical means receiving light from the output region of 

- ‘ each optical fiber of the array and directing it to a -_ components, ; 

an electro-mechanical- scanning and optical~>projec- prespectfied one of a set of preselected separate loca 
' tions, and ' ,tion system ‘to scan and enlarge optically said 

straight line of combined red, green and blue points40 an arrangement of a multiplicity of light modulators 

7:11 
a dichroic set‘ of mirrors combining I. optically said 

three identical straight lines of mean ‘ d‘pbints of 
light into one straight line’of points ofjlig'ht'ieach 
including separately modulated red,igré'en'_and blue 
components, 1, " x i ‘ i I _ ‘ i 

an electro-rnechanicall scanning and optical projecl 
tion; system. to scan and enlarge optically said 
straightline'of combined red, green and‘blue points 
of light across a viewing screen 'forming'a large 
frame of ‘525 lines of colored points of light corre 
s'ponding to'the 525 "lines in a television ‘picture, 

,l I’ electrical and-electronio'means' to‘rece'ive vand pro 
cess‘a color television signal to provide appropriate 
control voltages to each‘ separate ‘electroioptic light 
vmodulator of the assembly ‘and to provide appro~ 
priate synchronous control voltages to said electro 

of light across a viewing screen forming a large 
frame .of 525 lines of colored pointsof light corre 
sponding to the 525 lines in_a television picture, 
and x . - ‘ 

electrical and electronic means to receive and pro 
cess a color television signal to provide appropriate 

.. control voltages to each separate light modulator 
of the assembly and to provide appropriate syn 
chronous control voltages to‘tsaidlelecltromechani 

within a single body, each having an input region at 
which light can enter and be received, a region in 
which light can be modulated, and-an output region 
from v‘which modulated light can emerge, each light 
modulatorof the arrangement being controlled sepa 

> rately electrically or electronically to modulate the 
received light, the disposition of the arrangement 
being such that the input region of each light modu 

.- lator of thearrangement coincides with a preestab 
' lished oneuof theset of preselected separate locations cal optical scanning andprojection system. So _ i 

, and receives light propagated from a prescribed opti I 9. An optical system for separately and independently 
modulating or on-ofj" switching light in each of av multi- cal fiber of the array through the optical means. 
plicity of-separately propagated light ray bundles, includ- 21. An optical system for separately and independently 
ing‘v 7’ ~, ' - , v _ ; _ _ ‘modulating or on-o?" switching light in each ofa multi 

, an array ofa multiplicity of optical fibers, each having 55 plicity of separately propagated light ray bundles, includ 
,'-an input region at which light can enter and be re- ing ' h I ' ’ 
ceived, a, region through oralong which light can be an arrangement of a multiplicity of light modulators 

; propagated internally, and a-n?output region, from 
which light can emerge, thedisposition of the array 

;, being such that light'can be directed into and re 
ceived at the input region of each optical fiber and 
light leaving the. output region of each optical fiber 
emerges at a predesignated one of ,aset of predeter 
mined separate positions propagated alongia predes 

' ignated one of a set of predetermined separatedirec-U 
tions, - 

optical means to receivelight'ipropdgaiEd the 
outputiregion of each optica r "array and 

60 

I within a single body, each having an input region at 
which light 5can enter and be received, a region in 
which light can. be modulated, and anoutput region 

7 I from which modulated light can emerge, each light 
. rriodulatorof the arrangemenibeing controlled sepa 
, rately‘ electrically or electronically to modulate the 
received light, the disposition ‘of the'a'rrangement 
being such that‘light can be directed‘in'to ‘and re 

' ‘cei'ved at the input region of- each light (modulator 
, vand'light leaving theuoutplut'regionv of‘ each light 
"modulator emerges at a‘ preassigrne'd one of a set of 
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> , ,- predetermined separate.’ positions propagated along a 
predesignated one of av first set of predetermined 
separate direct/ions, ’ a 

firstopticalmeans to receive light propagated from the 
, output regionof each‘ optical fiber of the‘ first array 

.and-Ldirect it to a prespecified one of a‘ first set of 
preselected separate locations, _, a v‘ ‘ 

,an arrangement of a multiplicity ‘of light‘v vmodulators 

, r313 

preselected-separate positionstrpropagated- along a 
preassigned one of a set of preselected separate‘direc 
tions, ( a > - = ' 

optical means to receive light propagated from the 
output region of each light modulator of the arrange- 5 
ment and direct it to a prespecified one of a set of 
preselected separate locations, and . 

an array of a multiplicity of optical fibers, each having 
an input region at which light can enter and be re 

light propagated from a preappointed light modula 
tor of the arrangement through the optical means. 

within a single body, each having: an input region at 
ceived, a region through or along which light can be 10 , v which light can enter and be received, a region in 
propagated internally, and an output region from which light can be modulated, and an output region 

' which light can emerge, the disposition of thearray from whichmodulated light can emerge, each light 
being such that the input region of each optical fiber modulator of the arrangement being controlled sepa 
of the array coincides with a preidentified one of the , rately electrically or electronically to modulate the 
set of preselected separate locations andcan-receive 15 received light, the disposition of the arrangement 

being such that the input region of ‘each light modu 
lator of the arrangement coincides with a preestab 
lished one of the first set of preselected separate 
locations and can receive light propagated from a 
prescribed optical fiber in the ?rst array through the 
?rst optical means, and light leaving each light mod 
ulator of the arrangement emerges at a, preassigned 
toneuofa set of preselected separate positions propa 

and propagated from the optical light: source ‘means ~ gated along a preassigned one ,of,a set of preselected 
" and concentrating it within a set'of predelineated 25 , separate directions, _ _ 
‘small regions, ~~ - =,v ~ = A ' _ - - ., second optical means to receive light propagated from 

an; arrangement of a multiplicity ‘of light modulators i the output region of each modulator of the arrange 

22. An optical system for separatelyand independently 
modulating or on-off switching light in each of .a multi 
plicity of separately propagated light my bundles, includ- 20 
ing 1 t - . 

' optical light source means, < Y , ~ 

“optical condensing means receiving light emitted by 

'- within a-single body, each having an ‘input region at 
which light can enter and be received, a region in 

ment and direct it to a prespecified one of a second 
set of preselected separate locations, and 

which light can be modulated,"and an output region 30 a second array of a multiplicity of optical fibers, each 
from which modulated light can emerge, each light having an input region at which light can enter and 
modulator of the arrangement being controlled sepa- be received, a region through or along which light 
rately electrically or electronically to modulate the can be propagated internally, and an output region 
received light, the disposition of the arrangement from which light can emerge, the disposition of the 
being such that light enters and is received at the 35 second array being such that the input region of each 
input region of each light modulator at one of the set 
of predelineated small regions and light leaving the 
output region of each light modulator emerges at a 
preassigned one of a set of preselected separate posi 
tions propagated along a preassigned one of a set of ;. 40 

optical fiber coincides with a preidenttfied one of the 
second set of preselected separate locations and can 
receive light propagated from a preappointed light 
modulator of the arrangement through the second 
optical means. 

24. An optical system for separately and independently 
modulating or on-off switching light in each of a multi 
plicity of separately propagated light ra y bundles, includ 
ing 

optical light source means, 
optical condensing means receiving light emitted by 

preselected separate directions, 
optical means receiving light propagated from the out 
put region of each light modulator of the arrange 
ment and directing it to a prespecified one of a set of 
preselected separate locations, and 45 

an array of a multiplicity of optical fibers, each having ' 
an input region at which light can enter and be re 
ceived, a region through or along which light can be 
propagated internally, and an output region from 
which light can emerge, the disposition of the array 
being such that the input region of each optical fiber 
of the array coincides with a preidentified one of the 
set of preselected separate locations and receives 
light propagated from a preappointed light modula 

and propagated from the optical light source means 
and concentrating it within a set of predelineated 
small regions, 

a first array ofa multiplicity of optical fibers, each 
having an input region at which light can enter and 
be received, a region through or along which light 
can be propagated internally, and an output region 
from which light can emerge, the disposition of the 
first array being such that light enters the input 
region of each optical fiber at one of the set of 
predelineated small regions and light leaving the 
output region of each optical fiber emerges at a pre 
designated one of a first set of predetermined sepa 
rate positions propagated along a predesignated one 
of a first set of predetermined separate directions, 

first optical means receiving light propagated from the 
output region of each optical fiber of the first array 
and directing it to a prespecified one ofafirst set of 
preselected separate locations, 

an arrangement of a multiplicity of light modulators 
within a single body, each having an input region at 
which light can enter and be received, a region in 

tor of the arrangement through the optical means. 55 
23. An optical system for separately and independently 

modulating or on-off switching light in each ofa multi 
plicity of separately propagated light ray bundles, includ 
mg 
a first array of a multiplicity of optical fibers, each 60 
‘having an input region at which light can enter and 
be received, a region through or along which light 
can be propagated internally, and an output region 
from which light can emerge, the disposition of the 
first array being such that light can be directed intov 65 
and received at the input region of each optical fiber 
and light leaving the output region of each optical 
fiber emerges at a predesignated one of a first set of 
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which light can be modulated, arid an output region 25. An optical system for separately and independently 
from which modulated light can emerge, each light modulating or on-off switching light in each of a multi 
modulator of the arrangement being controlled sepa~ plicity of separately propagated light ray bundles, includ 
rately electrically or electronically to modulated the ing ' 
received light, the disposition of the arrangement 5 an arrangement of a multiplicity of ?xed points of light 
being such that the input region of each light modu 
lator of the arrangement coincides with a preestab 
Iished one of the first set'of preselected separate 
locations and receives light propagated from a pre 

65 

each on a di?'erent part-of a surface of a single body, 
each of said different parts being controlled sepa 
rately electrically or electronically to modulate the 
point of light thereon, the disposition of the arrange 

scribed optical fiber in the first array through the IQ ' ment being such that light leaving each modulated 
first optical means, and light leaving each light mod- point of light emerges at a preassigned one of a set of 
ulator of the arrangement emerges at a preassigned preselected separate positions propagated along a 
one of a set of preselected separated positions propa- preassigned one of a set of preselected separate direc 
gated along a preassigned one of a set of preselected tions, 
separate directions, '- l5 optical means to receive light propagated from each 

second optical means to receive light propagated from modulated point of light of the arrangement and 
the output region of each modulator of the arrange- direct it to a prespectfied one of a set of preselected 
ment and direct it to a prespeci?ed one of a second separate locations, and 
set of preselected separate locations, and an array of a multiplicity of optical fibers, each having 

a second array of a multiplicity of optical fibers, each 20 an input region at which light can enter and be re 
having an input region at which light can enter and ceived, a region through or along which light can be 
be received, a region through or along which light propagated internally, and an output region from 
can be propagated internally, and an output region which light can emerge, the disposition of the array 
from which light can emerge, the disposition of the being such that the input region of each optical fiber 
second array being such that the input region of each 25 of the array coincides with a preidentt?ed one of the 
optical fiber coincides with a preidenti?ed one of the set of preselected separate locations and can receive 
second set of preselected separate locations and can light propagated from a preappointed modulated 
receive light propagated from‘ a preappointed light point of light of the arrangement through the optical 
modulator of the arrangement through the second means. 
optical means. 30 * * * * * 
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